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Abstract. A thermochemical-hydrodynamic model of the production of trace species by electrical dis- 
charges has been used to estimate the rates of fixation of C and N by lightning in the primitive atmosphere. 
Calculations for various possible mixtures of CH 4, COz, CO, Nz, H2, and H20 reveal that the prime species 
produced were probably HCN and NO and that the key parameter determining the rates of fixation was 
the ratio of C atoms to O atoms in the atmosphere. Atmospheres with C more abundant than O have large 
HCN fixation rates, in excess of 1017 molecules j - l ,  but small NO yields: However, when O is more 
abundant than C, the NO fixation rate approaches 10 av molecules J 1 while the HCN yield is small. The 
implications for the evolution of life are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

While it has been demonstrated that naturally occurring abiotic processes could have 
caused the synthesis of the organic molecules that were the precursors of terrestrial 
life, there is little quantitative knowledge of the possible rates of abiotic synthesis on 
the primitive Earth. However, unless the Earth originated with an abundant store of 
preformed organic material or accreted large amounts of organic material from 
meteorites, the rate of abiotic production of organics from atmospheric gases must 
have exerted a controlling infuence on chemical and early biological evolution and 
possibly also on the composition of the primitive atmosphere. Thus, without quanti- 
tative estimates of the rate of organic synthesis it is difficult to test the viability of 
various theories for the evolution of life over the range of possible conditions for the 
pre-biologic atmosphere, given the time constraints implied by the geologic and fossil 
records. Furthermore, the lack of quantitative information on the organic synthesis 
rate precludes the construction of self-consistent models of the composition of the 
primitive atmosphere, models which include the removal of atmospheric species due 
to the synthesis of organics. Similarly, there is a need for extimates of the nitrogen 
fixation rate by high temperature abiotic processes under a variety of atmospheric 
conditions to improve our understanding of the pre-biologic nitrogen cycle and the 
evolution of nitrate respiration, and to provide input data for models of nitrogen in 
the primitive atmosphere. 

For at least one frequently invoked source of organic molecules and fixed nitrogen, 
lightning [1], it is now possible to estimate, with reasonable accuracy, the productivity 
in terms of fixed carbon and nitrogen for a range of assumptions concerning the 
primitive atmosphere. The method involves the use of a hydrodynamic-chemical 
model which has compared favorably with laboratory discharge experiments, as dis- 
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cussed in the following section. The results depend upon the gross composition of the 
ambient atmosphere, and there is a diversity of opinion concerning the abundance of 
hydrogen and the oxidation state of carbon in the primitive atmosphere [34]. Miller 
and Urey [1] and many otl~er students of chemical evolution favor a highly reducing 
prebiological atmosphere, containing abundant hydrogen, methane, and ammonia. 
Abelson [2] has argued for a weakly reducing atmosphere with carbon monoxide the 
dominant carbon compound. Walker [3] has advocated an atmosphere even less 
strongly reducing, with carbon present mainly as carbon dioxide. For our present 
calculations we need not choose between these possibilities; the range of atmospheres 
we examine embraces all of these compositions. Thus not only are our results ap- 
plicable to a wide range of assumptions concerning the pre-biologic atmosphere, but 
they help identify the atmospheric parameters which are most critical to determining 
the rate of carbon and nitrogen fixation by lightning. While we limit our dis- 
cussion to atmospheres with surface pressures of about 1 bar, our results are not 
strongly sensitive to total pressure [4]. 

2. Calculation of Production Rates 

The chemical effects of lightning on the contemporary atmosphere have been exten- 
sively studied in recent years in connection with the production of trace species [4-11]. 
The trace species production process in linear discharges, similar to the Zel'dovich 
mechanism [12] for the production of NO in point explosions, has been discussed by 
Chameides [4], who found close agreement between calculated yields of NO, CO, and 
N20 and measurements in laboratory discharges [7, 10, 11] (see Table I). The light- 
ning bolt and associated shock wave produce a cylinder of very hot air within which 
chemical reactions between atmospheric gases proceed rapidly to equilibrium. The 
composition at equilibrium is a strongly varying function of temperature. As the air 
cools, mainly by expansion, the rates of reaction decrease until they become too slow 
to maintain the concentration of a given molecule at the equilibrium value appropri- 
ate to the temperature. The temperature at which the concentration of a given species 
departs from equilibrium is called the 'freeze out' temperature for that constituent 
because the mixing ratio corresponding to equilibrium at that temperature becomes 
frozen into the gas. The air temperature near the lightning bolt initially rises to values 
much greater than the freeze out temperature. 

The freeze out temperature, TF, is approximately determined by the relationship 

~T(r~) = rx (T~), (1) 

where z r is the characteristic cooling time of the shock wave and rx is the chemical 
lifetime of species X. When T > TF, then z x < rr  and the chemical reactions are 
sufficiently rapid to keep X in thermochemical equilibrium. However, for T < T F, ~ ,  

> zr and chemical reactions are too slow to adjust to the rapidly decreasing T; X, 
therefore, ~ out' with mixing ratioJ~ (T F (X)). While a lower abundance of X is 
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TABLE i 
Comparison between calculated and measured yields in electrical discharges. E 0 - 10~-106 J m 1. 

Species P calculated Reference P measured Reference 
(molecules J - 1) (molecules J- 1) 

Earth: 
NO (6-17) x 1016 [4] (6-16) x 10 I6 [6, 7] 
CO (0.5 50) x 1013 [10] 1 x 1014 [11] 
N20 (3 13) x 1012 [11] 4 x 1012 [11] 

favored thermodynamical ly  at low T, the kinetics are too slow for readjustment.  P, 

the net yield of  X due to this process, is approximated by 

P(X) = J~x(Te)M(E~ (molecules J 1), (2) 
E0 

where-M is the number  o f  molecules per meter heated to or above T v in the region 

where X is being produced,  and E o is the discharge energy (in J m 2). Generally, T F is 

between 1000 and 5000 K. The rate o f  fixation is then given by the product  o f  P times 

the global rate of  energy discharge by lightning. 

To determine z r and M we adopt  the hydrodynamic ,  differential equations of  Lin 

[13], which approximately  simulate a strong, cylindrical shock wave produced by an 

instantaneous linear discharge of  energy. Note  that Lin's equations do not  directly 

couple the vibrational,  rotational,  and chemical modes o f  energy transfer; however, 

by carrying out  the calculation with 7, the specific heat ratio, varying f rom 1.4 to 1.25, 
appropria te  for temperatures f rom 3000 K to 5500 K [14], we are able to estimate the 

limiting values for z r and M. Similarly, Lin's equations indicate that, for the tempera- 

tures o f  interest, the ratio A = P/Po (where p is the mass density within the heated air 

and P0 = 1.2 kg m -3 is the ambient  mass density) varies f rom 1 to 10; we therefore 

determine rx and j2  for  A = 1 and A = 10 as limiting values as well. Solution of  Lin's 

equations [13, 4] for 1.25 _< 7 -< 1.4 yields 

1 dT' -1] 
rr(Te)  ~ ( T '  d t  ) = (6.2 x 10 s to 1.1 x 10 -4 )  E~  G Is], 

~ ' =  Tr (3) 

where T' is the temperature at the shock front. Thus, for lightning with E o o f  about  
l0 s J m 1 [15], vr  is about  1 0 4 - 1 0  -5 s for T F o f  2000-5000 K. 

Values of  ZlqCy (7) and rt<o (7) were determined f rom the rates o f  the following 
reactions: H C N  + M --+ H + C N  + M, H C N  + H --, H 2 + CN,  N O  + N ~ N 2 q- 

O, N O  + O - - + N  + 02, N O  + H - - + N  + OH,  and N O  + N O - + N  2 + 02 [16-18] 
with the concentrat ions o f  the appropr ia te  species taken f rom the thermochemical  
equilibrium calculations, as described in the following section. We find that  for E o = 
105 J m -a, T v for H C N  is about  2000-2500 K and for NO about  3000 3500 K [4], 
depending upon  the exact a tmospheric  composi t ion and the value of  A. (The vari- 
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ation of T F with E o has been discussed by Chameides [4]. As E o increases, the shocked 
air cools more slowly due to a smaller surface-to-volume ratio and T~ therefore 
decreases. While NO freezes out at about 2000 K for discharges of  10z5-1016 J m 1 

T F (NO) in shocks from lightning with energies of about 105 J m -1 is generally 
around 3000 3500 K.) 

For 1.25 _< 7 -< 1.4, we find from Lin's equations [13, 4] 

M(Tv,  Eo) = r~R2(TF, Eo)n~u= (3.68 to 8.51) x 
(4) 

x 1021 Eo [molecules m -1] 

where R is the shock front radius when T' = T v for energy E 0 and n~u is the ambient 
number density. Note that since R 2 oc 1/n~, M is not directly dependent upon am- 
bient pressure or density, Thus, substituting (4) into (1) we obtain 

~  ~ P =  [3.68 (J~/ ~ (X))mi n to 8.51 (Jx/TF(X))max]XlO 21 molecules j - l ,  (5) 

where the q :~ /TF)mi  n and (/~/Tp),~x represent the minimum and maximum value of 
J~/T> respectively, obtained by varying A from 1 to 10. In general, increasing A from 
1 to 10 led to a larger value ofj~c>a/Tv (HCN), and a smaller value o f J ) o / T  F (NO). 

Note that P is not directly dependent upon E0, but is weakly coupled to E 0 through 
the variation of Zr and thus TF upon E 0 [4]. Furthermore, for very weak discharges 
with small E o ( <  1 J m- l ) ,  % can become quite small, raising the possibility that over 
the major portion of the shock chemical equilibrium may never be attained, leading 
to yields which may be quite different from those obtained with more energetic 
discharges. Because of this coupling between E 0 and P, laboratory experiments 
cannot produce quantitative information on yields from lightning unless they repro- 
duce lightning values for E 0. In particular, note that the results from weak laboratory 
sparks can be quite misleading depending upon the particular chemical system. In 
our calculations we adopt an E o of l0 s J m 1 and our results are thus applicable to 
lightning strokes with energies varying from 104 to 106 J m 1 similar to present-day 
strokes [15]. 

While the above method contains many simplifying assumptions, comparison with 
experimental discharges of  the appropriate E o indicates encouraging agreement be- 
tween theory and experiment for the yields of NO, N20, and CO (see Table I). This 
procedure should also, therefore, be reasonably accurate for studies of discharge 
yields in the primitive atmosphere. What makes the above calculation tractable for 
a wide range of primitive atmospheres is the fact that, for large discharges, the bulk 
of the high temperature air as it approaches T v is in chemical equilibrium. Thus, its 
composition and the kinetic factors that determine T F do not depend on the detailed 
properties of the ambient atmosphere but only on the gross composition expressed as 
atomic ratios. In the next section we briefly describe the chemical equilibrium calcu- 
lations. 
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3. Chemical Equilibrium in High Temperature Air 

The equilibrium concentrations of HCN, NO, N, N2, NHy (y = 1, 2, 3), NO3, O, 02, 
03, H, H20, H2, OH, HOz, CO, CO 2, CHy (y = 1, 2, 3, 4), and HNO were calculated 
as functions of temperature and background atmospheric composition using ther- 
mochemical data from the JANAF tables. [19] Figure la illustrates results over the 
temperature range of interest in an atmosphere composed of 0.9 bar N2, 0.04 bar 
C Q ,  and 0.04 bar H 2. The figure shows that both CO 2 and H20 dissociate as tem- 
perature is increased, while molecular nitrogen and carbon monoxide are both stable. 
The most abundant form of reduced carbon is HCN. Figure lb shows the same 
features in a more highly reduced atmosphere with C Q  and H 2 replaced by 0.025 bar 
CO and 0.03 bar C H  4. It is evident that we must concentrate on HCN, and in fact a 
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O 

o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o o ~ o o ~ o o { # ~ o ~ ,~ , ,  ~0 

T (~ T ( ~  
Fig. 1. The thermochemical, equilibrium volume mixing ratios, j~ of various species as functions of 
temperature, T, for a mass density of 1.2 kg m 7 .  The ambiet composition at low temperatures is for la: 
P(N2) = 0.9 bar, p(CO:) = 0.04 bar, p(H2 ) = 0.04 bar; and for lb: p(N2) = 0.9 bar, p(CO) - 0.025 bar, 

and p (CH4) = 0.03 bar. 
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number of studies have shown the suitability of HCN as a precursor molecule in 
chemical evolution [1, 2, 20-22]. For the atmospheres we have considered, which 
contain N and O, as welt as C and H, hydrocarbons such as C2Hz are so unstable at 
high temperatures as to lie off the bottoms of the figures and thus there is virtually no 
direct production of hydrocarbons. 

4. Results 

We explore the dependence on atmospheric composition of the production rates of 
HCN and NO by initially holding the N 2 partial pressure fixed and varying the partial 

pressures of H2, HzO , CO, CO2, and C H  4 in such a way as to conserve the total 
number of atoms in the mixture. (We discuss later the effects of varying N2.) Since 
results under these conditions depend only on the ratio of H to C to O, the com- 
position of any mixture is adequately represented by a point on a triangle (a ternary 
diagram) in which the apexes represent, respectively, all H, all C, and all O (added to 
N2). Contour lines of constant production rate drawn on such a diagram show at a 
glance how production varies with composition. All of our results are for atmos- 
pheres constrained by 

where 
N + C + H + O = 2bar ,  

N - 2p (N2) 
C = p (CO) + p (CO2) + p (CH4) 
H = 2/)(H2) + 2p (H20) + 4,o (CH4) 

O = p ( C O )  + p ( H 2  O) + 2p(CO2) 

and p(X) is the partial pressure in bars of constituent X. Equilibrium concentrations 
as functions of temperature for two atmospheres satisfying this constraint were 
shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 2 compares contours of the logarithm of production rate in molecules J-1 
for HCN and NO for atmospheres with N 2 partial pressure equal to 0.9 bar. As 
discussed above, a variety of  considerations introduce uncertainties in our results of a 
factor of 3 to 6. To avoid confusion we plot just the upper bound of the estimated 
production rates in Figure 2. 

The result most immediately apparent in Figure 2 is that production rates of HCN 
and NO vary little with the hydrogen content of the atmosphere but depend critically 
on the ratio of C to O (i.e., the contours are nearly vertical). There is, in fact, an 
inverse relationship between HCN and NO production. The former is favored when 
C exceeds O, but the latter when O exceeds C. This behaviour can be readily under- 
stood in terms of the stability of CO at high temperatures and the instability of CH 4 
and H20. In an atmosphere with O > C, for example one rich in CO z, most C is 
bound to O, leaving little opportunity for HCN to form, but allowing excess O to 
combine with N to yield NO. In the reverse situation, say a C H  4 atmosphere with a 
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Fig. 2. Ternary diagrams of  the contours of  max imum yields of HCN (in 2a) and NO (in 2b) in discharges 
with E o = l0 s J m - l , p  (N2) = 0.9 bar, and H, C, and O varied in such a way that  N + H + C + O = 2 
bar. The apexes labelled H, C, and O represent armospheres of all N and H, N and C, or N and O, 
respecti,mly. The poiats  on the sides of  the triangle labelled CH4, H20  , CO2, and CO represent mixtures of  
the indicated gas with N a. The contours are labelled with the logarithms to base 10 of the production rates 

expressed in molecules J 1 
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small amount  of H20, most O is bound to C, inhibiting NO formation, but permitting 
excess C to enter HCN.  Results are insensitive to H because hydrogen does not as 
effectively bind to either C or O at high temperatures as do C and O or C and N. 

Since production rates are insensitive to the hydrogen content of  the atmosphere 
for a wide range of interesting mixtures we lose little generality by presenting further 

results just for mixtures in which H = C + O. Such mixtures would be represented on 

the ternary diagrams of Figure 2 by horizontal lines midway between base and apex. 

With H constrained in this way it is possible to show both H C N  and NO production 

rates on one plot and also to indicate the range of values that result f rom uncertainties 
in our calculations. Figure 3 presents results for the atmosphere wi thp  (N2) = 0.9 bar 
plotted in this way. The inverse variation of H C N  and NO production rates is dra- 
matically apparent. 

Calculations for mixtures with a wide range of N 2 partial pressures have shown 
only minog variation in the pattern of  the contours on ternary diagrams or in the 
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shapes of the curves in plots like Figure 3, although the values of the production rates 
do vary with N 2 partial pressure. This variation is adequately reflected by results for 
mixtures with H = 2C = 20.  Such results appear in Figure 4. They show that both 
HCN and NO production rates decrease as the N 2 mixing ratio is increased, reflecting 
the fact that these production rates are limited by the availability of C and O, not of 
N. it is possible to combine the results in Figures 3 and 4 to obtain a rough estimate of 
production rates for atmospheric mixtures not illustrated. For example, Figure 3 
shows an HC N production rate of a little more than 1017 molecules j -1  for an 

atmosphere containing hydrocarbons and 0.9 bar N 2. Figure 4 shows that this figure 
would increase by almost an order of magnitude if the N2 mixing ratio were reduced 
to 0.5. 
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Fig. 4. The  r a n g e  in the  ca l cu l a t ed  yields o f  H C N ,  r ep re sen t ed  b y  the  l ined a rea ,  a n d  N O ,  r ep re sen t ed  by  
the  d o t t e d  a rea ,  fo r  l i gh tn ing  wi th  E o = 105 J m -1 ,  H = 2C = 2 0 ,  a n d  N + H + C + O = 2 ba r .  
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5. Discussion 

Our results are consistent with previous findings that the HCN production rate in 
highly reduced atmospheres is 1016 to 1017 molecules j -1  [20-.22] and that the NO 
production rate in the oxidizing atmosphere of today is also 1016 to 1017 molecules 

j - i  [4, 6, 7, 9]. However, our calculations also shed new light on the carbon and 
nitrogen fixation rate for intermediately reducing atmospheres, clearly indicating a 
rapid variation as the oxidation state of carbon varies from CH4 to CO to CO2. 
Furthermore, as discussed below, our results emphasize the need to study processes 
that determined the C H 4 : C O ' C O  2 ratios in the primitive atmosphere, as it is likely 
that these processes ultimately controlled the rate of HCN and NO production by 
lightning and other high temperature processes (such as meteorite bombardment). It 
would appear, however, that questions concerning the H2 content of the pre-biologic 
atmosphere and whether nitrogen was present as N z or NH 3 are not of central im- 
portance to understanding carbon and nitrogen fixation by lightning and its impact 
upon chemical and biological evolution. 

To convert production rates per joule into global values we use an estimate of the 
modern rate of dissipation of energy by lightning, 5 x 101~ W [15, 35]. (However, the 
yields we have presented in the previous section may be used in a straightforward 
manner to obtain global fixation rates for any other dissipation rate, assumed or 
calculated). This dissipation rate would have yielded an HCN production rate in a 
primitive atmosphere rich in hydrocarbons of about 103s molecules yr-1. While this 
fixation rate, assuming no destruction of HCN, would have rapidly led to an oceanic 
HCN abundance in excess of 0.01 M (a concentration conducive to the formation of 
amino acids [20]), it would have also depleted the atmosphere's reservoir of carbon 
and nitrogen within about 109 yr in the absence of an abiotic source of N a and CH 4. 

By comparison, if carbon in the primitive atmosphere was principally CO [2], the 
HCN production rate would have been about 1032 molecules yr -1, a rate which could 
have produced an oceanic HCN abundance of about 0.01 M in 6 x 106 yr, but would 
not have significantly impacted the atmosphere's composition over a time scale of 
billions of years. For an atmosphere rich in CO2, HCN production would have been 
only about 10 z7 molecules yr 1, which could have yielded an H CN  concentration in 
the ocean of at most about 10 -9 M after 1 billion years. It would appear that in an 
atmosphere with a greater abundance of oxygen than carbon, such as the CO 2 atmo- 
sphere favored by Walker [3], HCN production rates from lightning are an inade- 
quate abiotic source of organic material for the evolution of life, assuming that the 
initial stages took place in the oceans. Furthermore, there is a possibility that light- 
ning significantly impacted the atmospheric composition; this possibility and its ul- 
timate impact upon chemical evolution needs to be further investigated with a coupl- 
ed model of the primitive atmosphere and lightning fixation processes. 

it should be pointed out that other processes besides lightning could have supplied 
the precursor material for the evolution of life. In an atmosphere with more C than O, 
photochemical reactions could have been significant sources. Although laboratory 
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experiments by Bar Nun et  al. [22] in hydrocarbon-rich environments suggest that 
electrical discharges are more efficient than ultraviolet radiation, detailed photo- 
chemical models are needed, to concretely establish this fact. In a CO 2 atmosphere, 
organic material may have been formed from photoactivated reactions, such as the 
reduction of CO2 by ferrous ion in the primitive ocean and various heterogeneous 
reactions recently identified in laboratory studies [23-28]. Whether these latter pro- 
cesses could have been adequate sources of organic molecules depends upon their 
kinetic characteristics, which have yet to be established. 

Lightning on the primitive earth could have produced NO at a rate varying be- 
tween 1034 molecules yr-1 for an atmosphere rich in CO 2 and less than 1029 molecules 
yr -1 for an atmosphere rich in CH4. In the latter atmosphere, of course, more N is 
fixed as HCN. The modern rate of biological fixation of N in the ocean is 1035 to 1036 
N atoms yr -1 [29], so abiotic fixation by lightning is potentially significant. Some 
studies suggest that much NO would have been photochemically destroyed in the 
atmosphere before it reached the ocean and that the ocean might have reduced such 
NO as dissolved in it [30, 31], so our results for N fixation cannot be directly applied 
to discussions of selection pressures in early biological evolution [32, 33]. 
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